Long-Lasting Somatic Modifications of Convergent Dendritic Inputs in Hippocampal Neurons.
Integrated neural inputs from different dendrites converge at the soma for action potential generation. However, it is unclear how the convergent dendritic inputs interact at the soma and whether they can be further modified there. We report here an entirely new plasticity rule in hippocampal neurons in which repetitive pairing of subthreshold excitatory inputs from proximal apical and basal dendrites at a precise interval induces persistent bidirectional modifications of the two dendritic inputs. Strikingly, the modification of the dendritic inputs specially occurs at soma in the absence of somatic action potential and requires activation of somatic N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDARs). Once induced, the somatic modification can also be observed in other unpaired dendritic inputs upon their arrival at the soma. We further reveal that the soma can employ an active mechanism to potentiate the dendritic inputs by promoting sustained activation of somatic NMDARs and subsequent down-regulating of the fast inactivating A-type potassium current (IA) at the soma. Thus, the input-timing-dependent somatic plasticity we uncovered here is in sharp contrast to conventional forms of synaptic plasticity that occur at the dendrites and is important to somatic action potential generation.